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Abstract

Ethiopian icons played an important role in Ethiopian arts in the period between mid-fifteenth centuries and the twentieth century. The religious ties between Egypt and Abyssinia witnessed a prosperous phase in the period after the introduction of Christianity in the fourth century AD. Several previous studies have dealt with Ethiopian icons in terms of their artistic and pictorial side; however, there are no similar studies in Egypt discussing their manufacturing techniques, deterioration, and proper treatment and conservation methods. Therefore, this study aims to study the manufacturing technique of an anonymous Ethiopian icon (registration number 4881) kept in the storagerooms of the Coptic Museum in Cairo. This icon depicts St. George riding his horse and handling in his hand spears in the form of an X. Its dimension 123.5 cm long, 113.4 cm wide. The analytical techniques utilized in this study were optical microscopy (OM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM) equipped with an energy dispersive X-ray detector (EDS), X-ray diffraction (XRD), and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopes (FTIR). The results indicated that the icon was done on a cotton canvas, and the identified pigments are the blue of lapis lazuli, yellow of lead chromate, white of anhydrite and black of carbon black from bones. The ground layer is made of anhydrite (calcium sulphate).
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Introduction

The Ethiopian icon art from the Ethiopian Orthodox churches derive its roots from many different arts such as Byzantine, Coptic, and the European Renaissance art of painting [1]. The arts of bilateral icon, which date back to the late seventeenth century, depicting the Holy Family in Egypt and St. Gebr Menfes. It also stated that portray the Virgin was one of the most photographed subjects in the Abyssinian icons since the fifteenth century [2]. The art of Abyssinian icons clearly evident in the middle of the fifteenth century, where the results are based on facts there is no icons found in the beginning fifteenth century [3, 4].

In general the Ethiopian icons are distinguished by the use of red, green, blue colors and graphic black. With the founding of Gondar School in the seventeenth century, the Virgin’s garments were depicted in dark color using impasto technique and this is the most important characteristic of this school [5-7].
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**Styles of Ethiopian Icons**

Since the second half of the fifth century until the beginning of the first decade of the sixteenth century, three types of styles appeared as an expression of the evolution of the art of the Ethiopian Icons [8]. The first one depicts the faces in a moon-style, characterized by faces round in shape with a scraggly beard, small mouth, narrow eyes with the end lines of a variety of lengths, arched eyebrows, and painted of cloth folds with wide strata. The background of icon is painted with a clear color (Fig. 1a). The second one is of Italian influence found in the fifteenth century and painted by the two Italian artists Brancaleone and Bicini. This style is characterized by round shape face, and also painted of cloth folds with wide strata; the background of the icon is painted with a clear color influenced by local traditions of Ethiopian art (Fig. 1b). The third one is a Transition style of the sixteenth century, characterized by the use of hard parallel lines (Fig. 1c).

![Coptic icons: a - Triple icon, depicting the Virgin and Child, from mid-and late fifteenth century, belonging to the moon styles - unknown artist; b - Bilateral icon, of the Italian artist Nicolò Brancalone, depicting the Virgin and Child from the late fifteenth century and the beginning of the sixteenth century; c - Triple icon, depicting the Virgin, from the seventeenth century, and belongs to the technique of parallel; d - Triple icon, depicting the Virgin and Child, chronicling the late seventeenth century and belongs for first Gondar style; e - Triple icon depicting the Virgin in Monastery in Egypt Metmåq, the eighteenth century belongs to the second Gondar Style, unknown artist; f - Ethiopian icon registered number 4880 Coptic Museum, seventeenth century and belongs to the first Gondar style](image-url)
In the seventeenth century Gondar art began to spread, and this name was taken from the city Gondar the capital of the Ethiopian Empire [9]. The first Gondar style developed, especially in the reign of Emperor Fāsilades (1632 – 1667 AD), and also in the era of Emperor Yahannes (1667 -1682 AD), where he encouraged the production and the spread of the icons, especially in the private imperial ceremony (Fig. 1d). The second Gondar Style developed during the reign of King Iyāsu 1st (1682 - 1706 AD), at the end of the eighteenth century and reached the summit of prosperity during the reign of King Iyāsu II (1730 - 1755 AD). This style is similar the Italian Style in the fifteenth century, and is characterized by the influences from the European Baroque art (Fig. 1e and f).

**Ethiopian icons in Egypt**

Coptic art influences from the Ethiopian art were the pictures of St. Habashi in many Coptic icons. For example, a Coptic icon of St. Tackla Habashi in the Church of Elmalak El Kepli (old Cairo), represents the St. Tackla riding his horse, holds a fine spear, and his head is surrounded by a light halo (Fig. 2a). The second example of a Coptic icon of St. Tackla Habashi, in the Church of St. Mina Fom El Kleg (old Cairo) represents St. Tackla with Priesthood, Holding in his right hand stick supplication, in his left hand Bible, His head is surrounded by a yellow color halo which is defined in red color (Fig. 2b).

![Fig. 2. Coptic icons: a - Coptic icon of St. Tackla Habashi - Church of Elmalak El Kepli, old Cairo, b - Coptic icon of St. Tackla Habashi, the Church of St. Mina Fom El Kleg, old Cairo, c - Coptic icon depicting St. Tackle haimanot Habashi, the Church of St. George Haret Zuwayla, Cairo; d - Coptic icon depicting St. Tackle haimanot Habashi, El Mialka church, Cairo; e - Coptic icon, depicting Mary Abyssinian sitting on the throne and carrying Jesus, both wearing a crown, and above them two angels, Tribal Church, Cairo; f - Coptic icon, depicting the Virgin and Child, there are outstanding in Old Church, Cairo](image-url)
The third example of a Coptic icon is depicting St. Tackle humanoid Habashi, in the Church of St. George Haret Zuwayla from Cairo (Fig. 2c). This icon depicts the Saint Tackla humanoid Habashi with long hair hanging on his shoulders, and has a long gray beard, wearing the uniform of a priest and pointing with his right hand to give the pond, while carrying in his left hand the Bible.

Another Coptic icon depicting St. Tackle humanoid Habashi, El Mialka church in Cairo (Fig. 2d), shows the Saint Tackla humanoid and his name written in Arabic. Furthermore, Icon of Mary the Ethiopian, where she was depicted sitting on the throne and carrying Christ, with black features, with Byzantine influences in the gilded background (Fig. 2e). Another Ethiopian influences icon in Egypt, the Icon of the Virgin and Child in the Hanging Church (Fig. 2f) [10-18].

An investigation conducted by Ethiopia’s National Museum, and the Smithsonian Institute using Light Polarized Microscopy, Ultraviolet Fluorescence, Infra Red Reflectography and EDAX analysed six Ethiopian Icons, [6], and it was found that wooden panels were used as secondary support while cotton canvases were used as the main support, gypsum mixed with binder was used as preparation layer and also as white color. According the James study [6], of pigments used in Ethiopian Icons, the colored materials are local and some of them imported. In 2008, Higgitt [7] analyzed an Ethiopian Icon in the British Museum dated back to the nineteenth century, using Fluorescence XRF and Infrared FTIR and the results shown the presence of acocoton canvas, white color of silt white clay, carbon black, red vermilion, lead red as coloring materials. The blue colors appeared as: Prussian blue, industrial synthetic ultramarine, and cobalt blue, which contains a blue glass-smalt. Green color was identified as a mixture of blue and yellow color (orpiment), while the brown color is a mixture of yellow and red lead and vermilion red, animal glue was used as a binder.

The present paper takes into study the anonymous Ethiopian icon of St. George riding his horse and handling in his hand spears in the form of an X (Fig. 3a). This icon was found in bad condition in the storage rooms of the Coptic Museum in Cairo. The registration number of this icon is 4881. Besides the analytical characterization of the icon materials and layered structure of painting, the paper also describes the conservation state and the conservation methodology used.

Experimental part

Materials and methods

6 Samples (Fig. 3a) from this icon was studied using several analytical techniques.

Microscopic Investigation

USB optical microscope examination with optical zoom 50 X was used, to examine the coloring layer and the canvas.

SEM-EDAX

Scanning electron microscopy coupled with electron beam microprobe analysis using an energy - dispersive X-ray detector (SEM-EDAX) were employed in order to characterize the stratigraphic morphology and determine the elemental composition of each paint layer [19, 20-27]. The scanning electron microscope used was a Quantum 3D 200 I) (FEI Philips – Holland) coupled with EDX. Column pressure 60PA, low vacuum, in back scattered mode (BSED) with a feature to obtain images and showing the distribution of the elements for each layer of preparation and the coloring layer (Fig. 6).

Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR)

Using an analysis by FTIR sampling technique based on reflectance measurements. The increasing application of drifts is related to the development of optical devices using special attachments for standard spectrometers. FTIR spectra were obtained using a FT-IR Thermo Nicolet 760. The resolution is about: 4cm⁻¹ (Region: 4000-400cm⁻¹, Absolute threshold: 0.002,
Sensitivity: 50). This technique is particularly useful in the investigation of powdered samples, that is because it needs a very small quantity of powdered sample is needed (5–10mg) [20-28]. (I don't agree – the amount of sample is quite large and this means destructive technique!)

Infrared spectra were obtained in the MID-range using JASCO-6100 FTIR spectroscopy. About 1 to 3mg from the samples were ground with 99-97 mg of KBr in an agate mortar. The spectra were collected in transmittance in the range of 4000–400cm⁻¹ with 4cm⁻¹ resolution. It has been identified that the medium used in ground and painting layers is Arabic gum, which matches the findings from literature [16, 17, 22-30] (Table 2 and Fig. 7).

X-ray diffraction analysis

XRD analysis of the samples was performed with a Philips X’Pert PW3710 Diffractometer, using Cu Kα radiation (40kV, 30mA), high-resolution graphite monochromator, rotating sample holder and proportional detector. Measurements were carried out in the range 5° < 2ɵ < 90° with a step of 0.02°; the ICDD data bank of standard X-ray powder spectra was used for phase identification [18-22].

Results and Discussion

Cross-sections observation under microscope [13-17] showed that the painting ground does not exceed 2mm (Fig. 3b), with a thin layer of paint and there is no varnish layer. Figure 3c shows the image of cotton fibers from the canvas support in polarized light.

The results indicated that painting ground is made of Anhydrite, while the pigments identified are lapis lazuli, yellow chrome, anhydrite and carbon black from animal bones (Table 1 and Figs. 4 and 5).

Table 1. XRD results shows the abbreviation of minerals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Compounds</th>
<th>Symbols</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ground layer</td>
<td>Anhydrite, Halite</td>
<td>Anhy, Hal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue color</td>
<td>Lazurite, Zincite, Anhydrite</td>
<td>Laz, Zin, Anhy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dark blue</td>
<td>Lazurite, Zincite, Anhydrite</td>
<td>Laz, Zin, Laz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light yellow</td>
<td>Zinc oxide, Gypsum, Anhydrite</td>
<td>Zin, Gyp, Anhy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dark yellow</td>
<td>Lead chromate, Anhydrite, Gypsum</td>
<td>Cro, Anhy, Gyp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>Graphic black, Gypsum, Anhydrite</td>
<td>Gra, Gyp, Anhy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 4. XRD diagrams: a - ground layer indicating the presence of Anhydrite and Halite; b - Blue pigment indicating the presence of Lazurite, Anhydrite, Zincate and Halite; c - Dark blue pigment indicating the presence of Lazurite, Anhydrite, Zincate and Halite
Fig. 5. XRD diagrams: a - Yellow pigment indicating the presence of Anhydrite, Zincate and Gypsum  
b - Dark yellow pigment indicating the presence of Anhydrite, Lead chromate Zincate and Gypsum.  
c - Black pigment indicating the presence of Graphite black, Gypsum, Anhydrite
Fig. 6. EDX results of six samples: a - ground layer; b - light blue pigment; c - dark blue pigment; d - light yellow pigment; e - dark yellow pigment; f - black pigment

Table 2. The functional groups attribution for the Arabic gum reference and samples analyzed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>O-H Position</th>
<th>C-H Position</th>
<th>C-O Position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3600-3200cm⁻¹</td>
<td>3000-2800cm⁻¹</td>
<td>1300-900cm⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stretching bands</td>
<td>Stretching bands</td>
<td>Stretching bands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1650cm⁻¹</td>
<td>1480-1300cm⁻¹</td>
<td>Bending bands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bending band</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3399.89cm⁻¹</td>
<td>2923.56-2857.02cm⁻¹</td>
<td>1281.47-1241.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stretching bands</td>
<td>stretching bands</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1644.02cm⁻¹</td>
<td>1455.99 - 1427.07 - 1378.85cm⁻¹</td>
<td>1160.94-1114.65 -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bending band</td>
<td>Bending bands</td>
<td>1032.69 - 917.95cm⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3414.4cm⁻¹</td>
<td>2970.5 – 2925.1cm⁻¹</td>
<td>1155.2 – 1043.5cm⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stretching bands</td>
<td>stretching bands</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1652.9cm⁻¹</td>
<td>1426.9cm⁻¹</td>
<td>Stretching bands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bending band</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3545.0 – 3410.9cm⁻¹</td>
<td>2923.8 – 2855.3cm⁻¹</td>
<td>1123.1cm⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stretching bands</td>
<td>stretching bands</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1625.7cm⁻¹</td>
<td>1423.9cm⁻¹</td>
<td>Stretching bands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bending band</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3528.13 – 3410.49cm⁻¹</td>
<td>2923.56cm⁻¹</td>
<td>1148.4cm⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stretching bands</td>
<td>Stretching bands</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1647.88cm⁻¹</td>
<td>1458.89 – 1423.21 – 1388.5cm⁻¹</td>
<td>Bending bands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bending band</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the analysis of the medium used in icon of the after comparing the results with the standard sample of Arabic gum indicated that the appearance of some characteristic groups of gum Arabic. H-hydroxyl group O-H appeared in preparing layer at 3399.89 and 1644.02 cm\(^{-1}\), blue color at 3414.4 and 1652.9 cm\(^{-1}\), yellow color at 3545.0, 3410.9, and 1625.7 cm\(^{-1}\), and black color at 3528.13, 3410.49 and 1647.88 cm\(^{-1}\).

While the hydrocarbon group C-H appeared at 2923.56, 2857.02, 1455.99, 1427.07 and 1378.85 cm\(^{-1}\), in preparing layer, at 2970.5, 2925.1 and 1426.9 cm\(^{-1}\), in blue color, at 2923.8, 2855.3 and 1423.9 cm\(^{-1}\) in yellow color, and at 2923.56, 1458.89, 1423.21 and 1388.5 cm\(^{-1}\) in black color. The group of carbon dioxide C-O group appeared at 1281.47, 1241.93, 1160.94, 1114.65, 1032.69 and 917.95 cm\(^{-1}\), in preparing layer, at appeared at 1155.2 and 1043.5 cm\(^{-1}\) in blue color, at 1123.1 cm\(^{-1}\) in yellow color, and appeared at 1148.4 cm\(^{-1}\) in black color.

**Conservation Process**

**Study of deterioration aspect**

After the identification of techniques Ethiopian icon, inventory and documentation the Aspects of deterioration, which was in the weakness and fragility of the layer color, ground painting and also there are many tears in canvas. The main damage of the icon the weakness and fragility of the layer color, ground painting and also there are many tears in canvas.

**Visible UV and IR imaging**

Photographed the icon using infrared and ultraviolet Sony A6000 camera, was done, to receive all infrared wavelengths in the presence of a dedicated LID torch for UV and IR production with complete darkness chamber [23-26]. It was found that the cracks and gaps in the icon exist in different sizes and shapes. There is a gap in the right part of the top followed by a longitudinal rupture. There are lateral ruptures and longitudinal ruptures on the left side of
the top. In the left and right part of the bottom there are gaps. Places of writing are missing in front of the horse’s face. As for the photographic floor and the color layer, they are very rough and have been completely lost on all sides of the icon.

The infrared icon was filmed to show the fine details such as the writings, which we could not see with the naked eye, as well as trying to find out the artist who photographed this icon or its history (but unfortunately we did not find any signature or specific date for this icon). The icon was shot also in the ultraviolet light to see the previous repairs to the icon in advance. It is noted that this icon has not been made any recent additions to color (Fig. 8.).

![Fig. 8. Infrared image of icon (on the left) and the ultraviolet (on the Right) to observe the main damage and the old written](image)

![Fig. 9. Steps of Mechanical and chemical cleaning; Consolidation the icon using Beva 371 dissolved in toluene 3%; Stages of dissolved canvas from new support; Steps of protecting the tear before the lining stage; The steps lining of the icon using natural cotton and using Beva 371 dissolved in toluene concentration of 30%; Steps of Install the icons on new support; Steps of retouch using the colors of the type of Winsor Newton.](image)
Conservation and Treatment

It was necessary to carry out conservation treatment of this icon [27-30], which was started by mechanical cleaning using scalpels and soft brushes and chemical cleaning using Saliva (human saliva), which was able to remove dust, particularly fatty dust, and subsequently consolidation the icon using Beva 371 dissolved in toluene and that in two steps. The first step of consolidation by using 3% concentration in order to be able to penetrate inside the pores of the icon The second step concentration of 7% in order to be able to surface consolidation of the icon, and then it was the work of lining of the icon using natural cotton with the same specifications and using Beva 371 dissolved in toluene concentration of 30%.

![Fig. 10. The icon after conservation treatment](image)

The operation was conducted lining using irons heat at a temperature not exceeding 50ºC, and then it was the work of an fulfill of the ground painting by Italian Gesso mediator of Glue rabbit skin, after a drought, ground painting was the work of retouch using the colors of the type of Winsor Newton and then it was the work of varnish layer by Dammar varnish to protect the painting and finally sterilized by Trichlorophenol in the end we chosen a suitable place to display this icon, in order to be the best witness to the presence of Ethiopian icons in Egypt (Figs. 9 and 10).

Conclusion

Optical microscopy was used to study the layered structure of the icon which comprised a cotton canvas, a ground layer, multiple paint layers and a varnish layer. The chromatic palette and ground layer composition were determined by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), equipped with an Energy Dispersive X-ray detector (EDS), X-ray
Diffraction (XRD) and FTIR spectroscopy. The identified pigments were blue of lapis lazuli, lead chromate (yellow), anhydrite and carbon black of bones. The identified Ground material was Anhydrite. The FTIR was used to determine the medium used in ground layer, as well as the paint medium applied. gum Arabic was identified as a binder. The identification of chrome yellow and lithopone (Barium zinc sulfate) (where the lithopone is discussed? I did not find this in the Experimental part) was the keynote in dating this icon to the technique of application, it could be suggested that the icon dated to the end of the 19th century and was painted by a local imitator (this finding should be better explained in the text not only in the Conclusions).
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